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Vedic Mathematics Made Easy Dhaval Bathia
Master Sudoku With This Comprehensive Guidebook&The addictive Sudoku puzzle has captivated millions of people across USA, UK, Australia, India and other countries. This book is intended to help a beginner understand the puzzle and learn how to solve it. Those already conversant with sudoku will discover a variety of secret tools and strategies to crack even the toughest puzzles with ease. The 100-plus puzzles in this book offer different levels of difficulty for puzzles buffs to crack. In addition, you get a
chance to join the Sudoku Lovers Club, a worldwide community of sudoku enthusiasts and share puzzles, techniques and strategies.About the AuthorDhaval Bathia is a 22-year-old student. He is a renowned mathematician, orator and best-selling author of two books. His presentations have appeared in a number of newspapers, television shows and radio channels.
Think Fast with Vedic Math Secrets and Mental Calculation Tricks! When you read Fast Math, you’ll discover Vedic Math Techniques for mastering basic functions: Addition Subtraction Multiplication Division and so much more! With this fascinating guide, you can quickly and easily determine the square roots of perfect square numbers – and perform many other feats of mental gymnastics. These Vedic secrets mean you don’t have to memorize mathematical facts anymore. By grasping the inner workings of
math structures, you can make sense of all kinds of numbers – without a calculator or a computer! The written addition most of us learn in school relies on simple and slow systems like “carry the 1” to get answers. There is an alternative – Vedic math moves at the speed of thought. Instead of summing columns and moving from right to left, Vedic math starts on the left. Add the largest numbers in your head, remember this figure, sum the smaller numbers – and then just total the figures in your head! By
holding numbers in your head while calculating others, you strengthen your working/short-term memory. This mental sharpness pays off in all parts of your life – from remembering names to articulating your thoughts more clearly.
First time in the history of India, in 1958, a Sankaracarya visited West. The author, His Holiness Jagadguru Sankaracarya Sri Bharati Krsna Tirtha of Puri, went to America at the invitation of the Self Realization Fellowship, Los Angeles, to spread the message of Vedanta. This book is a compilation of some of his discourses delivered there. These discourses by a saint-yogi and master of ancient Indian scriptures, also well-versed in modern sciences, give the essentials of Vedanta. They combine authenticity of
thought with simplicity of language. Being couched in the contemporary idiom they will be found to be particularly suited to the modern mind. Though addressed to American audiences, the discourses carry a message of eternal truth and of universal application. The steps of spiritual inquiry and the paths of God-realisation outlined in them will be of immense practical use to the readers in their quest for the Supreme.
Encouraged by the response to the first edition the authors have thoroughly revised Metric Spaces by incorporating suggestions received from the readers.
The Art of Calculating in Your Head
Advanced Vedic Mathematics
Chicken Soup for the Kid's Soul
The World's Best Inspiring Stories
Smart Innovations in Communication and Computational Sciences
Computational Sanskrit & Digital Humanities
Joy 24x7 is a very simple but unusual exploration of Joy. There is no religion in this book. There are no rituals prescribed here. There is no deep meditation being described here and neither is there any mention to any spiritual practice. This is not a guidebook. This is not a “self-help” book. It is not going to give you “an instant formula for joy”. But it will surely make you explore your Joy for yourself in a very direct way. The simple, short snippets of daily lives connected with what Sadhguru has to say about Joy, will take you on a wonderful roller coaster ride on Joy with the Master himself. With Sadhguru’s incredible clarity of expression, his
brilliant wit and sense of observation, his ability to bring the most profound aspect in a very simple and direct way, this book is for any human being who seeks to be Joyful. No matter who you are, what you are trying to do, Sadhguru’s words will touch a wonderful wave of Joy inside you and you will soon be restless to seek Joy 24x7.
A Simplified Approach For Beginners& Can you multiply 231072 by 110649 and get the answer in just a single line? Can you find the cube root of 262144 or 704969 in two seconds? Can you predict the birth-date of a person without him telling you? Can you predict how much money a person has without him telling you? Can you check the final answer without solving the question? Or, in a special case, get the final answer without looking at the question? Can you solve squares, square roots, cube-roots and other problems mentally?All this and a lot more is possible with the techniques of Vedic Mathematics described in this book. The techniques are
useful for students, professionals and businessmen. The techniques of Vedic Mathematics have helped millions of students all over the world get rid of their fear of numbers and improve their scores in quantitative subjects. Primary and secondary school students have found the Vedic mathematics approach very exciting. Those giving competitive exams like MBA, MCA, CET, UPSC, GRE, GMAT etc. have asserted that Vedic Mathematics has helped them crack the entrance tests of these exams.
Today's kids face grave issues and harder decisions than ever before. Gang warfare, violence, drugs, alcohol, smoking, pregnancy, depression and suicide have found their way into middle and elementary schools. Divorce splits apart families every day. These issues make kids feel as if they must understand and accept all the troubles of the world.
Chanakya, who lived in 4th Century BC, was a leadership guru par excellence. His ideas on how to identify leaders and groom them to govern a country has been well documented in his book Kautilya’s Arthashastra. This book contains 6000 aphorisms or sutras. In the present book the author simplifies the age old formula of success for leaders of the corporate world. Divided into 3 sections of Leadership, Management and Training Corporate Chanakya includes tips on various topics like – organizing and conducting effective meetings, dealing with tricky situations, managing time, decision making and responsibilities and powers of a leader. Call it
your guide for corporate success or a book that brings back ancient Indian management wisdom in modern format – you just cannot let go the Chanakya wisdom contained in each page. Flip any page and discover the ‘Corporate Chanakya’ in you...
How To Top Exams & Enjoy Studies
The Power of Vedic Maths
The Psychology of Money - Gujarati Edition
He Swam with Sharks for an Ice-cream
Metric Spaces
Vedic Mathematics for School offers a fresh and easy approach to learning mathematics. The system was reconstructed from ancient Vedic sources by the late Bharati Krsna Tirthaji earlier this century and is based on a small collection of sutras. Each sutra briefly encapsulates a rule of mental working, a principle or guiding maxim. Through simple practice of these methods all may become adept and efficient at mathematics. Book I of the series is intended for primary schools in which many
of the fundamental concepts of mathematics are introduced. It has been written from the classroom experience of teaching Vedic mathematics to eight and nine years-old. At this age a few of the Vedic methods are used, the rest being introduced at a later stage.
Vedic System of mathematics is an ancient but coherent system of mathematics. It involves beautiful unification of all the calculation procedures based on simple rules and Principles in sixteen “Sutras” (word-Formulas) as propounded by Swami Bharati Krishna Tirathji. Present system of competitive exams is calling shot at speedy accurate in problem-solving and mastery of Vedic mathematics can do wonders for students appearing at different exams for example- CAT, MAT, Bank PO, LIC
AAO, etc. Vedic Mathematics Made Easy is the scientific synchronization of 16 Sutras and its applications with the learning pace & pattern of different categories of readers. It describes the natural thinking pattern of mind and provides appropriate solutions for intricate mathematical sums involving large calculations, in minimum time frame. Each of the 21 chapters is followed by two exercises, one for practice and the other with previous years questions asked in Quantitative Aptitude
Section of various competitive and management entrances. Table of ContentSixteen Sutras of Vedic Mathematics: Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, Divisibility, Square and Square Roots, Cube and Cube Roots, Decimals, Factorization, Highest Common Factor (HCF), Simple Equations, Cubic Equations, Biquadratic Equations, Simultaneous Equations, Factorizations and Differential Calculus, Partial Fractions, Integration by partial Fractions, Pythagoras Theorem, Appolonius
Theorem, Analytical Geometry Hints & Solutions
Since time immemorial, stories have been a medium of imparting knowledge, wisdom and learning that has been handed down from one generation to the next. Written in simple language, 100 Desi Stories to Inspire You keeps the tradition of storytelling alive through a compilation of short stories that will appeal to a wide readership. The stories are invaluable life-lessons on situations we experience in our everyday living. From creativity and innovation to teamwork and leadership; from
love and courage to maturity and confidence… the tales are thought-provoking and cover almost every human emotion. The presentation of the stories in this book is unique – each story ends by asking pertinent questions, making the reading experience interactive and introspective.
This is one of the many inspiring stories from the renowned “Motivator” Dr. G. Francis Xavier. Evidently, this harvest of stories has been gleaned from lands he visited and books he read. Xavier, who conducts full-house personal growth courses has brought out this compendium in an interactive form, making the reader give the answers at the end of the story which is a novel approach. Stories and examples are the best way to inspire, and this reasonably priced volume could be useful
gifts for people. It is useful for preachers, speakers and teachers. The book appeals to readers of all ages except the morose and irredeemable negaholics (negative thinking addicts) and anti-reading teenagers. It has stories to inspire and promises uninterrupted chuckles till the end. There are also quotations on success.
Master Power Attitudes and Become an Icon
Vedic Mathematics Made Easy
Vedic Metaphysics
The Art of Vedic Speed Calculation
Maths Sutras from Around the World
The Trachtenberg Speed System of Basic Mathematics

WITHOUT THE DARKNESS, LIGHT HAS NO PURPOSE. WITHOUT THE VILLAIN, WHAT WOULD THE GODS DO? INDIA, 3400 BCE. A land in tumult, poverty and chaos. Most people suffer quietly. A few rebel. Some fight for a better world. Some for themselves. Some don't give a damn. Raavan. Fathered by one of the most illustrious sages of the time. Blessed by the Gods with talents beyond all. Cursed by fate to be tested to the extremes. A formidable teenage pirate, he is filled with equal parts courage, cruelty and fearsome resolve. A resolve to be a giant among men,
to conquer, plunder, and seize the greatness that he thinks is his right. A man of contrasts, of brutal violence and scholarly knowledge. A man who will love without reward and kill without remorse. This exhilarating third book of the Ram Chandra series sheds light on Ravaan, the king of Lanka. And the light shines on darkness of the darkest kind. Is he the greatest villain in history or just a man in a dark place, all the time? Read the epic tale of one of the most complex, violent, passionate and accomplished men of all time.
In todays intensely competitive world, teachers and employers use students and job applicants exam scores as strong indicators of their future potential. By mastering the study techniques in this book, you can tap into your hidden resources for maximum performance and increased learning power.This book contains effective tips and techniques to help you enhance your academic scores such as: Vedic Math Concentration tips Time Management Techniques Biorhythm awareness Frequent Revision Technique (FRT) Speed Reading Tapping into your Subconscious Powers The scientific
systems mentioned in this book create a paradigm shift from hard work to smart work. The whole emphasis is laid on the fact that education is a process to be enjoyed and cherished.A blend of western sciences and traditional Indian approach, the book promises success to students from all walks of life appearing for school, college and other competitive exams. A must for every student. Translated Into Spanish
If you hate mathematics If you have always struggled to solve your maths problems in time If you are scared of complex calculations If you are attempting competitive or board exams Or if you would just like to improve your maths skills This book is for you! Based on the sixteen sutras, vedic maths is practically the only magical principle you need to tackle anything from simple arithmetic to algebra, algorithms, square roots, cube roots, trigonometry and many more mathematical concepts. In this book you will find easy methodology that will help you solve complex questions, and
practice exercises that will test your understanding of these concepts. So go ahead, make Maths Sutra your essential guide to mathematics!
In this book the notion of a Vector has been approached from two points of view - Geometric and Algebraic. The relationship between the two has also been established.
Proceedings of SocProS 2020, Volume 2
The Cosmic Calculator
Vedic Mathematics for Schools
Think Like A Maths Genius
A Vedic Mathematics Course for Schools
Vedic Mathematics
This book presents the latest advances and research findings in the fields of computational science and communication presented at the International Conference on Smart Innovations in Communications and Computational Sciences (ICSICCS 2020). The areas covered include smart innovation; systems and technologies; embedded knowledge and intelligence; innovation and sustainability; advanced computing; networking and informatics. It also focuses on the knowledge-transfer methodologies and the innovation strategies employed to make these effective. This
fascinating compilation appeals to researchers, academics and engineers around the globe.
Vedic Mathematics Made EasyJaico Publishing House
Vedic Mathematics was reconstructed from ancient vedic texts early last century by Sri Bharati Tirthaji (1884-1960). It is a complete systems of mathematics which has many surprising properties and applies at all levels and areas of mathematics, pure and applied. The system is based on sixteen word-formulae that relate to the way in which we use our mind.
Did you know that it's easier to add and subtract from left to right, rather than the other way round? And that you can be taught to square a three-digit number in seconds? In Think Like A Maths Genius, two mathematicians offer tips and tricks for doing tricky maths the easy way. With their help, you can learn how to perform lightning calculations in your head, discover methods of incredible memorisation and other feats of mental agility. Learn maths secrets for the real world, from adding up your shopping and calculating a restaurant tip, to figuring out gambling odds
(or how much you've won) and how to solve sudoku faster.
Teacher's Manual
By Using Vedic Math and Other Math Tricks to Perform Mental Calculations from Multiplication to Percentages without Calculators
A Beginners' Guide
Proceedings of ICSICCS 2020
Vedic Mathematics Or Sixteen Simple Mathematical Formulae from the Vedas for One-line Answers to All the Mathematical Problems)
THE SCIENTIFIC INDIAN
Ever find yourself struggling to check a bill or tax on a payslip? The Trachtenberg Speed System provides a course in refining basic mathematics skills to tackle large sums before simplifying to increase concentration and ability in day-to-day arithmetic. The Trachtenberg system has been described as the 'shorthand of mathematics' and only requires the ability to count from one to eleven. Using a series of simplified keys, it allows anyone to master numbers and calculations
giving greater speed, ease in handling numbers and increasing accuracy. Jakow Trachtenberg believed that everyone is born with phenomenal abilities to calculate. He devised a set of rules that allows every child to make multiplication, division, addition, subtraction and square-root calculations with unerring accuracy and at remarkable speed. A perfect entry into gaining confidence with numbers.
In an ancient village, a retired billionaire possesses a secret diary! Within its pages are insights by which a person can attract fame, wealth and success. For over decades the old man has preserved the diary, but an unexpected series of events in his life has now forced him to reveal its contents. He is deeply aware that whosoever reads it will acquire the power to fulfill all his dreams and reach his destiny. However, he knows that this priceless wisdom is not for everybody, only
for a few chosen ones ! Are you amongst one of them ? Will you get to know these powerful secrets ? Join Dave and Abhi, two young executives, in an enchanting journey that will transform your life forever !
• Each worksheet is strictly based on NCERT Textbook • Chapter wise presentation with ample space for writing answers • Buy teachers & parents manual for lesson plans & complete solutions • Lets revise in each chapter for better understanding
The magic wand of Vedic Mathematics that makes complex problems simple! Vedic Mathematics is an ancient technique consisting of sixteen sutras and sixteen sub-sutras. These sutras are not only important in dealing with simple arithmetic and algebraic concepts but are equally good in solving complex problems of higher algebra, trigonometry, calculus and co-ordinate geometry. In this book, renowned mathematician Rajesh Kumar Thakur lays out the unique Vedic sutras
and explains their applicability in an easy-to-understand manner. Competitive examinations today test candidates on their aptitude in algebra, arithmetic, geometry and trigonometry-all of which this book helps to hone. It will make complex problems appear simple-be it partial fraction, integration by parts or differentiation-you will be able to tackle them all easily! Read this book and learn how to solve difficult maths problems in less than 30 seconds!
The Essentials of Vedic Mathematics
(for One-line Answers to All Mathematical Problems)
How to Become a Human Calculator
Maths Sutra
Oswaal NCERT Workbook Class 1, Mathematics (For 2022 Exam)
Enemy of Aryavarta

This epoch-making and monumental work on Vedic Mathematics unfolds a new method of approach. It relates to the truth of numbers and magnitudes equally applicable to all sciences and arts. The book brings to light how great and true knowledge is born of intuition, quite different from modern Western method. The ancient Indian method and its secret techniques are examined and shown to be capable of solving various problems of mathematics. The universe we live in has a basic mathematical structure obeying the rules of mathematical measures and relations. All the
subjects in mathematics-Multiplication, Division, Factorization, Equations, Calculus, Analytical Conics, etc.-are dealt with in forty chapters, vividly working out all problems, in the easiest ever method discovered so far. The volume, more a 'magic', is the result of intuitional visualization of fundamental mathematical truths born after eight years of highly concentrated endeavour of Jagadguru Sri Bharati Krsna Tirtha.
The remarkable system of Vedic mathematics was created after careful study of ancient Sanskrit texts early last century. The Vedic system with its direct, easy and flexible approach forms a complete system of mental mathematics (though the methods can also be written down) and brings out the naturally coherent and unified structure of mathematics. Many of the features and techniques of this unique system are truly amazing in their efficiency and originality. Being a mental system, Vedic Mathematics encourages creativity and innovation. Mental mathematics increases mental
agility, improves memory, the ability to hold ideas in the mind and promotes confidence, as well as being of great practical use. This course consists of three textbooks an Answer Book and a Teacher`s Guide. The course is aimed at 11-14 year old pupils though some of it is very suitable for children from 8 years. Vedic Mathematics is being taught in many schools world-wide with great success: many top mathematics prizes have been won by students of this system.
Useful for School students, teachers, and professionals and a must for those appearing for competitive exams like UPSC, MBA, MCA, GMAT, GRE, CSAT, etc. After reading this book, solving 5378942639 ÷ 8120594263, finding the square of 99975, the cube root of 704969 or calculating any day from 500 years would be childs play
The author has attempted to codify several useful results embedded in the ancient lore, in a form which is easily accessible to the children learning mathematics. Many of the chapters deal with computations using simple techniques which will shorten the effort involved in the conventional approach. The price one pays, of course, is that one has to learn the tricks, memorize them and use the appropriate one for each problem. While one might think that this takes away the generality of the modern approach, it certainly has the element of charm and intrigue which children [and
grown-ups!] will find entertaining. Even working out why many of these approaches lead to correct results is a valuable exercise by itself. Contents Foreword, Preface, Feedback, Introduction, 1. Complement, Subtraction, Multiplication by Specific Numbers, Base Multiplication, Working Base Multiplication, Multiplication, Algebra, Digital Roots, Divisibility, Division I, Division II, Squares, Straight Squaring, Cubes, Square roots of exact squares, Cube roots of exact cubes, Straight Division, Square roots II, Sutras, Glossary, Index.
Fast Math: Learn the Secrets of Mental Math
A Treatise of Mathematics of Vedic Tradition : with Rationale in Terms of Modern Mathematics Largely Based on N.H. Phadke's Marāthī Translation of Līlāvatī
100 Desi Stories to Inspire You
For Competitive Exams Vedic Mathematics MADE EASY
The Best Of Sudoku
Joy 24 X 7
In 1150 AD, Bhaskaracarya (b. 1114 AD), renowned mathematician and astronomer of Vedic tradition composed Lilavati as the first part of his larger work called Siddhanta Siromani, a comprehensive exposition of arithmetic, algebra, geometry, mensuration, number theory and related topics. Lilavati has been used as a standard textbook for about 800 years. This lucid, scholarly and literary presentation has been translated into several languages of the world. Bhaskaracarya himself never gave any derivations of his formulae. N.H. Phadke (1902-1973) worked hard to construct proofs of
several mathematical methods and formulae given in original Lilavati. The present work is an enlargement of his Marathi work and attempts a thorough mathematical explanation of definitions, formulae, short cuts and methodology as intended by Bhaskara. Stitches are followed by literal translations so that the reader can enjoy and appreciate the beauty of accurate and musical presentation in Lilavati. The book is useful to school going children, sophomores, teachers, scholars, historians and those working for cause of mathematics.
Vedic mathematics is an ancient technique consisting of sixteen sutras and sixteen sub-sutras. It simplifi es not only the fundamental arithmetic operations, such as multiplication and division, but also more advanced concepts such as simultaneous equations, quadratic equations, the factorization of cubic equations, and so on. Th is mathematical technique is rapidly emerging as a tool for students appearing in various competitive examinations, including CAT, MAT, XAT, SAT, engineering and banking examinations, where speed and accuracy play a vital role. As a bonus for students, Rajesh
Kumar Th akur has also included in this book chapters for CBSE and ICSE board examinations. Written in simple and lucid language, Th e Essentials of Vedic Mathematics has been designed to benefi t the maximum number of readers. Now you can comprehend the basics of Vedic mathematics without any help from experts.
'The Psychology of Money' Gujarati Edition. TIMELESS LESSONS ON WEALTH, GREED, AND HAPPINESS Doing well with money isn’t necessarily about what you know. It’s about how you behave. And behavior is hard to teach, even to really smart people. How to manage money, invest it, and make business decisions are typically considered to involve a lot of mathematical calculations, where data and formulae tell us exactly what to do. But in the real world, people don’t make financial decisions on a spreadsheet. They make them at the dinner table, or in a meeting room, where personal
history, your unique view of the world, ego, pride, marketing, and odd incentives are scrambled together. In The Psychology of Money, the author shares 19 short stories exploring the strange ways people think about money and teaches you how to make better sense of one of life’s most important matters."
Have no fear as your super cool Maths companion is here! Learn how to be quick and better at Maths with this well-researched book that has an amazing collection of mathematical techniques from around the world. Use these sutras along with the activity sheets to master the secret know-hows and achieve exceptional results. Explore ingenious maths concepts and systems, and try your hand at popular puzzles like KenKen, Kakuro and Alphametics. Who says maths can't be fun? It's time to compute like a boss!
Math Made Easy
Corporate Chanakya, 10th Anniversary Edition—2021
Memory Power!
Soft Computing for Problem Solving
Vector Analysis
Līlāvatī of Bhāskarācārya

Nuclear capability; self-sufficiency in food production; an array of indigenous satellites and missiles; an unmanned Moon mission—India’s achievements in the scientific domain in recent years have been spectacular. But; according to the country’s best-known scientist A.P.J. Abdul Kalam and his close associate Y.S. Rajan; we’ve only just begun. In a century that many experts predict may
belong to India; the realization of the vision of a better future for everyone will require a keen understanding of our needs and this can only be achieved by tailoring our research and innovations to the goal of national development. India to the forefront of the world in the decades to come. The Scientific Indian will speak to every curious and adventurous mind; and especially to
tomorrow’s scientists and technologists; encouraging us to dream big; and urging us to work hard to make our dreams come true. In The Scientific Indian; the authors of the path-breaking India 2020: A Vision for the New Millennium return after ten years to the core areas of scientific advancement that are crucial today: space exploration; satellite technology; missile development; earth
and ocean resources; the biosphere; food production; energy and water harvesting; health care and communications; to name a few. For each aspect; the authors provide the context of recent progress on the global platform as well as Indian breakthroughs; before outlining a pragmatic vision of technological development that will propel
NATIONAL BESTSELLER 2nd REVISED & UPDATED EDITION With Trigonometry Vedic mathematics is gaining widespread popularity among the student community as well as maths lovers. The absence of a book, explaining the techniques in a simple language, has been felt acutely for a long time. This book has been written using a step-by-step approach, and attempts to fill the existing void. It
includes several solved problems in addition to 1000 practice problems with answers. It also includes a special chapter which shows the application of the techniques to problems set in competitive exams like CAT, CET etc. People from all walks of life including school and college students, teachers, parents and also those from non-mathematical areas of study will discover the joys of
solving mathematical problems using the wonderful set of techniques called Vedic Maths.
Easy Techniques to Remember Names, Faces, Calanders, Dates, Telephone Numbers, Foreign Language, Textbook Answers, Maps, Passwords, Appointmemts, Schedules, Speeches & much much more... A SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE GUIDE TO MEMORY ENHANCEMENT — Can you remember a list of 20 different objects in less than two minutes? — Can you remember the names of all the people present at a party? — Can you
memorize an entire 100-year calendar in less than five minutes? — Can you determine someone’s date of birth or how much money he has in his pocket without him telling you? — Can you remember telephone numbers, passwords, faces, playing cards, appointments, textbook answers with ease? This book will make achieving all this and a lot more possible. In simple and lucid language, its pages
impart memory techniques accompanied by practice exercises and colourful illustrations, that have helped countless students, businessmen, professionals, housewives and senior citizens boost their memory as well as their confidence. Students taking various school and college exams will soon find learning History, Geography, Science and languages to be mere child’s play. DHAVAL BATHIA
(B.Com, ACS, LLB) is one of the world’s youngest international bestselling authors. He has written five books that have been translated in over 14 languages. His memory feats have won him several international championships, earning him the accolades ‘Human Computer’, ‘Whiz-Kid’, ‘Memory Champ’ and more.
Improve test scores, master "real world" math, and stop relying on your calculator! Math Made Easy is a fast and simple approach to mental math and quicker calculation. With sections for both mathophobes and mathletes alike, this unique book will transform the way you do math. This guide is filled with practical tricks that will help you: - Calculate tips mentally with ease - Perform
complex math problems entirely in your head - Transform seemingly difficult math into simple equations Do you consider yourself bad at math? There is no such thing as a bad student - only a bad teacher! It's time to give yourself another chance by learning a new way to look at math. We start with addition and subtraction to rebuild your approach from the ground up. Or are you a math
champ? Learn new tricks to do problems even faster and perform calculations in your head that will leave everyone impressed. Are you planning to apply to college in the US? The redesigned SAT will include a no-calculator math section - it's going to be more important than ever to be able to do calculations quickly and effectively on your own. Applying to grad school? Good math skills are
a must for the GRE and GMAT. Plus, Math Made Easy is filled with practice questions to make sure you've got each technique down. As Socrates said, "Wisdom begins with wonder." Aren't you curious to see what you are capable of?
Vedic Mathematics Made Easy (Hindi)
A Twenty-First Century Guide to the World Around Us
A Quick and Easy Guide to Mental Math and Faster Calculation
Vedic Mathematics for All Ages
The Vivekananda Way
Stories of Courage, Hope and Laughter for Kids ages 8–12
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